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ABSTRACT 
Ice flow concentrates meteorites and supplies old ice at the 
ablation surface near the Allan Hills, Antarctica. A model for these 
phenomena is proposed by Whillans and Cassidy, and is developed in this 
paper. The model recognizes three mechanisms that act to concentrate 
the meteorites: some meteorites fall directly onto the collecting site, 
others are transported by the glacier from the accumulation to the 
ablation zone, and those present at the ablation surface are crowded due 
to horizontally-compressive surface strain rates. 
Large meteorite concentrations and old ice are favored by the 
following conditions: thick ice, slow velocities, convergent flow, low 
accumulation and ablation rates, large ablation area, and steep velocity 
profiles. 
Calculations show that ice as old as 160,000 years could be present 
at the ablation surface near the Allan Hills. Ice this old has never 
been found before. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the early 1970's scientists have been finding unusually large 
numbers of meteorites at two locations on the East Antarctic ice sheet. 
The first site was discovered near the Yamato Mountains by Japanese 
scientists during the 1969-1970 field season (Yoshida et al., 1971). A 
second site was discovered near the Allan Hills by a joint u.s.-Japanese 
expedition in the mid 1970's (Cassidy et al., 1977; Yanai, 1978). So 
far, more than 5000 meteorites have been found in Antarctica (Nishiizumi 
et al., 1981). Before these discoveries, only 2000 had been collected 
in the entire world (Cassidy et al., 1982). 
The Yamato Mountains and Allan Hills (see Figure 1) are adjacent to 
regions of bare ice (also referred to as blue ice) on which meteorites 
are exposed. These meteorites are of all major types (stony, stony-
iron, and iron) and most have terrestrial ages ranging from 400,000 
years until recent. One of the meteorites, however, has a terrestrial 
age of 700,000 years (Nishiizumi et al., 1979). Both the diversity in 
age and type of the meteorites suggest they are derived from independent 
meteorite showers. 
Some process must have been in effect for a long time to concentrate 
these meteorites at the two locations. The behavior of the ice sheet at 
either site is probably responsible for the high meteorite occurrences. 
The East Antarctic ice sheet flows radially from a central area on 
the continent toward the surrounding ocean. As the sheet flows toward 
the sea meteorites fall on it and are buried under the accumulation of 
,• 
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Figure 1. 
• ... 1 
Map of Antarctica showing the locations of the Allan Hills 
and Yamato Mountains (modified from Cassidy et al., 1977). 
2. 
3. 
snow. At the edge of the ocean parts of it break off to form icebergs 
that drift into warmer waters. There they melt, and meteorites drop to 
the ocean floor, no longer easily accessible to scientists and not 
particularly concentrated. On the other hand, at the Allan Hills and 
Yamato Mountains the glacial flow is obstructed by mountains, causing 
the meteorites to be trapped and concentrated. 
Nagata (1978) was the first to propose an ice flow model to explain 
the meteorite concentration in the Yamato Mountains. In 1982 Nishio and 
others did the same for the Allan Hills. Whillans and Cassidy (in 
press) propose a different model for the Allan Hills. Their model is 
similar to Nagata's and Nishio's in that it recognizes the transport of 
meteorites by the glacier from the accumulation to the ablation zone as 
an important mechanism to concentrate the meteorites. Whillans and 
Cassidy, however, find two additional mechanisms to be important and 
think the concentrating mechanisms have been acting for a much longer 
time than Nishio and others suggest. All three mechanisms considered by 
Whillans and Cassidy are described in Chapter 2. 
This thesis develops Whillans' and Cassidy's model in detail, 
describes what the high meteorite concentration means for the age of the 
ice in the Allan Hills and determines what physical parameters are most 
important in order to obtain large concentrations of meteorites and old 
ice. 
4. 
CHAPTER TWO 
MODEL OF METEORITE CONCENTRATION IN THE ALLAN HILLS 
Whillans' and Cassidy's model allows one to calculate the expected 
meteorite concentrations in various parts of the Allan Hills area. Very 
few data are available from the Allan Hills; ablation rates, strain 
rates and surface velocities of the glacier have been measured only in a 
small area close to the Allan Hills glacier snout (Nishio and Annexstad, 
1980). In spite of this lack of data, calculations using the model will 
be made in this thesis using estimated values for the unknowns. 
The model argues that there are three mechanisms that act to con-
centrate the meteorites (see Figure 2). Firstly, some of the meteorites 
found near the Allan Hills have fallen onto the area directly. The 
meteorite infall rate is denoted by f. 
Secondly, meteorites that fall in the accumulation zone are buried 
by accumulating snow. From there the meteorites are transported by the 
glacier to the ablation zone where they reappear at the glacier's 
surface. In the accumulation zone the concentration of meteorites in 
f the glacier is~ , where o is the snow accumulation rate. The rate 
u ac 
ac 
at which meteorites f reappear at the surface in the ablation zone is 6 Dab' 
ac 
where 6ab is the ablation rate. 
Thirdly, meteorites that are present at the glacier's surface 
(because of the workings of the first and second mechanism) are crowded 
due to horizontal compressive strain rates. The sum of the horizontal 
strain rates at the surface of the glacier is denoted by £ and the sx,sy 
concentration of meteorites already present by M. Because E is sx,sy 
Figure 2. 
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Profile of the glacier near the Allan Hills showing the 
meteorite concentrating mechanisms. 
1. meteorites fall directly onto the ablation zone 
2. meteorites that fell in the accumulation zone are 
transported to the ice surface in the ablation zone. 
3. meteorites present at the surface in the ablation zone 
are crowded due to compressive horizontal strain rates. 
(after Whillans and Cassidy, in press) 
6. 
negative for compressive strain rates for which the third mechanism acts 
to increase the meteorite concentration, crowding is expressed as 
-E M. 
sx,sy 
All three mechanisms described above act to concentrate meteorites 
in the ablation zone. The summed effects of all three mechanisms 
determine how the meteorite concentration at the ablation surface 
changes with time. The meteorite infall rate f, the ablation rate oab, 
and the accumulation rate 6 are assumed constant through time, but the ac 
concentration of meteorites already present in the ablation area (M) and 
the sum of the horizontal strain rates (i ) are allowed to vary 
sx,sy 
through time. Therefore, the change in meteorite concentration through 
time in the Allan Hills ablation area can be expressed as: 
dM( t) 
dt • t- o b + f - £ ( t) M( t) ac a sx,sy 
It is easier to work with the meteorite concentration M(t) as 
(1) 
varying with distance instead of time. Because Whillans' and Cassidy's 
model is for a steady-state glacier, quantities can be expressed as a 
function of distance, x, instead of time, t. This changes isx,sy(t) to 
t (x) and M(t) to M(x). Both sides of equation (1) are multiplied 
sx,sy 
by the reciprocal of the surface velocity of the glacier in the 
x--direction u (x), which is a function of distance from the snout (x) SX 
and is equivalent to:!· When the substitutions and multiplication are 
carried out, expression (1) changes to: 
dM~x) ,.. {! r, b + f - £ (x)M(x)~ /u (x) 
x u a sx,sy sx 
ac 
(2), 
so that now the meteorite concentration is expressed as varying with 
distance from the glacier snout instead of time. 
7. 
Equation (2) is a differential equation that is to be solved for 
the meteorite concentration M(x). A finite differenced approximation 
for this equation is derived in Appendix B. Since quantities f, Dae and 
6ab are assumed constant, and xis arbitrarily chosen, only surface 
velocity u (x) and sum of horizontal surface strain rates£ (x) sx sx,sy 
need to be found. 
An expression for the surface velocity u (x) is found using a SX 
version of the equation of continuity of ice flow described by Whillans 
in 1977. If all terms in this equation are divided by the mean density 
of ice, the change in thickness with time (z) of a glacier equals the 
mass balance of the glacier (o) minus the horizontal divergence of the 
flux. The flux is the thickness of the glacier z times the mean 
horizontal ice velocity u through vertical planes perpendicular and 
parallel to the direction of ice flow. Mathematically this version of 
the equation of continuity of ice flow is expressed as: 
Z = 6 - V • ZU (3) 
Thickness z, mean horizontal velocity u and mass balance bare 
functions of distance x from the snout. For clarity in the derivation 
of u8 x(x), however, the function variable xis omitted from notations in 
the derivation below. 
! ... 1 + a ... Del (V) is treated as vector ax ayj and expression (3) is 
expanded to: 
•. a~ a~ _ .... _ .... 
z - b • -(- 1 + - j) • (zu i + zu j), 
ax ay x y 
where subscripts x and y refer to the horizontal axes parallel and 
perpendicular to the direction of ice flow respectively. Further 
expansion gives: 
z - b = -
which simplifies to 
a -
-a (zu ) 
x x 
a -
-a ( ZU ) , y y 
a ( zu ) = ( o - z - aa ( zu )) ax. 
x y y 
8, 
(4) 
To find an expression for the surface velocity usx<x), additional 
alterations are made to equation (4), Both sides of this equation are 
differentials that are integrated, The lower limits of integration are 
chosen as zero and the upper limits as the general quantities with 
respect to which each side of the equation is integrated, In addition, 
a -
the term - (zu) at the right hand side of 
- ay Y 
expression (4) is expanded 
au a v - z to z---"- + u -. 
ay yay As noted above, the x-axis is 
defined parallel to the 
direction of ice flow, which means that the mean velocity in the 
y-direction (u) at y=O equals zero, The partial derivative of this 
- y 
velocity, ;; , is not necessarily equal to zero, because nearby 
flowlines need not be parallel to the x-axis, Therefore, term !Y (zuy) 
~ is substituted by zay. Now the integral equivalent of expression 
(4) becomes: 
-zu 
s· x 
-f au a( zux) (b - z - y (5) z-)ax. 
ay 
0 0 
Mean lateral strain rate £ is equal to the change in mean velocity y 
-
au 
in they-direction per distance step <ayy) (Paterson, 1981, p, 65), 
This equality is substituted into expression (5), which changes to 
1 
u = -
x z 
x J (f> - z -
0 
zI ) ax y (6) 
9. 
after the integration of the left hand side is carried out and both 
sides of the resulting expression are divided by thickness z of the 
glacier. Equation (6) gives an expression for the mean velocity through 
the glacier in the :,c-direction. The objective of the derivation above, 
however, is to find an expression for u , the horizontal surface SX 
velocity in the :,c-direction. 
Whillans (1977) states that mean velocity and mean strain rate are 
related to their mean values at particular depths into the glacier by a 
factor,. This factor is a function of depth into the glacier and is 
denoted by w(o) at the surface. Therefore, the surface velocity in the 
x-direction is expressed as: 
USX = 1'1( o) u ' x 
and the surface strain rate in either the x or y-direction as: 
In the extreme case where all glacier flow takes place by internal 
(7) 
(8) 
deformation with no contribution of basal sliding, 1jl will be zero at the 
glacier/bed interface. An expression for 1jl is given in chapter 3, and 
this expression has been determined empirically. 
Now that relationships between surface and mean values for velocity 
and strain rate are known, substitution of expressions (7) and (8) into 
(6) gives: 
1 
u --SX Z 
which can be written as 
x f {<b- z)1j,(o) - ze:sy} ax, 
0 
x 
usx(x) • z(;) J { (l>(x) - i),i,(o) - z(x) isy<x>J ax (9) 
0 
10. 
if the function-variable x (distance from the snout) is no longer 
omitted. Mass balance o(x), change in thickness z and factor w(o) are 
taken as known at various distances from the snout. Thickness z(x) is 
approximated by 
z(x) - ax11Q - z(t - t) 
0 for x < x - eq (lOa) 
and by 
z(x) Dax l/Q - •c - t) eq z to for x > x 
- eq (lOb) 
at various distances from the snout (Whillans, 1982; pers. comm.). 
In expression (lOa) and (lOb), Q and a are constants that determine 
the shape of the glacier profile, xeq is the distance from the snout to 
the equilibrium line, z (as for expression(9)) is the rate of change in 
thickness, t is a constant and t represents time. Term z(t - t) has 0 0 
no significance for a steady state profile, because then z equals zero. 
Lateral surface strain rate i: (x) is not known in expression (9), sy 
lu (x) I 
but is approximated by sx Term lu (x) I is the absolute value of R . sx 
the ice velocity in the x-direction along the glacier, and R is the 
radius of curvature of ice elevation contours. An explanation for this 
substitution is given in Appendix A. 
Equation (10) causes the ice thickness profile to be smoother than 
it is in reality as can be seen in Figure 3. This figure shows a 
profile produced by equation (10) and parts of one derived from data 
obtained by Drewry (1975, 1977). Most of the discrepancy between the 
profiles is because equation (10) is based on a profile along a 
different flowline. Figure 4 shows a map view of the Allan Hills area 
and the location of the two flowlines chosen that resulted in the 
different ice thickness profiles of Figure 3. 
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Ice thickness profiles.Vertical exagge~tion is about 67 
times. 
bed boundary as produced by equation (lOa) and (lOb) 
.......... : bed boundary derived from Drewry (1977) 
---: bed boundary derived from Drewry (1975) 
Figure 4. 
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Map view of the Allan Hills area. The ice thickness 
profile generated by equations (lOa) and (lOb) is under 
flowline A, and the second profile is approximately located 
under flowline B. Meteorites have been found in the shaded 
area. (Map modified from Fireman and Norris, 1982) 
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. 
An express'ion for £ is found using the same version of 
sx,sy 
Whillans' equation for continuity of ice flow (1977) as used above to 
find an expression for surface velocity usx(x). Whillans' equation is 
expanded above to 
z -
which is equivalent to 
au 
x az au a v - z z - o = -z-- - u 
ax x ax 
z---'- - u -. 
ay y ay 
Switching terms between the left hand side and right hand side of 
expression (11) and dividing both sides by thickness z gives 
au a~ 
___! + _J_ 
ax ay .. .!. <-u l! - u l! + o - z>. z xax yay 
au a~ 
(11) 
(12) 
According to Paterson (1981, p. 65) axx + ai1- equals the swn of the mean 
strain rates in the x and y-direction, t y" x, The x-axis is defined such 
that the mean velocity in they-direction (u) equals zero. As mentioned y 
above, however, this does not mean that the partial derivative of this 
velocity, :~, equals zero, because nearby flowlines need not be 
parallel to the x-axis. 
Equation (12) then becomes 
., 
£ 
x,y 
1 - az • . 
• -; (-ux~ + b - z) 
which is the swn of the horizontal strain rates meaned through the 
thickness. 
(13), 
Equation (2), however, requires surface values. Surface values are 
related to mean values by equation (7) and (8). Substituting these 
relationships, expression (13) results in 
• 1{ az (b" z') ( )•1 Esx,sy=z -usxax+ - WO)' 
14. 
which changes to 
£ (x) = ____!__( )r-u (x)az(x) + (b(x) - z)~(o)} (14) 
sx,sy z x l sx ax 
if function variable xis attached to appropriate variables. 
In equation (14) z(x) represents the thickness of the glacier and 
can be approximated at various distances from the snout by expressions 
(lOa) and (lOb) above. Mass balance b(x), change in thickness z and 
factor ~(o) are taken as known at various distances from the snout. 
Partial derivative az(x) is found from equations (lOa) and (lOb). A 
ax 
substitution for the partial derivative is not made at this point, but 
is made in Appendix A, where additional alterations are made in equation 
(14) to make it more suitable for use in a computer program. An 
expression for the surface velocity in the x-direction usx(x) is given 
by equation (9). 
In summary, Whillans' and Cassidy's model to explain the meteorite 
concentration in the Allan Hills can be represented by one differential 
equation ((2) above), which can be solved if expressions for horizontal 
surface velocity in the x-direction u (x) and sum of horizontal surface SX 
strain rates£ are known. Equations for both unknowns have been 
sx,sy 
derived above and are equation (9) for u (x) and equation (14) for 
sx 
. 
£ 
sx,sy Equation (9) needs to be solved before a solution to equation 
(14) can be found. Both equations undergo slight additional alterations 
in Appendices Band A respectively; equation (9) is approximated by a 
finite differenced form, and substitutions are made in equation (14). 
In Appendix Ca computer program is listed that uses the model 
explained above to calculate expected meteorite concentrations at 
various distances from the snout in the Allan Hills, using parameters 
suggested by Whillans and Cassidy (in press). A sample output 
of the program in Appendix C and accompanying graphs are listed in 
Appendix D. 
15. 
16. 
CHAPTER THREE 
DEPTHS AND AGES OF ICE NEAR THE ALLAN HILLS 
The model developed in Chapter 2 enables one to calculate expected 
meteorite concentrations in the Allan Hills. It is based on the 
understanding that ice with meteorites embedded in it flows from the 
surface of the accumulation zone down into the glacier and back up again 
to reappear at the surface in the ablation zone near the Allan Hills. 
Flowlines for such paths are shown in Figure 5, which is a graph of one 
of the sample outputs of the program listed in Appendix c. An interes-
ting result from this flow pattern is that not only do meteorites of 
different terrestrial ages surface in the ablation zone, but also ice of 
different ages. Possible ages for ice on the glacier surface at various 
distances from the Allan Hills are calculated using the theory developed 
in this chapter describing how the depth of a particle changes as it 
travels along a flowline. 
Consider a thin layer of ice of thickness ). at some depth z in the 
glacier. This layer is within the accumulation zone at a certain 
distance from the glacier snout and travels along a flowline towards the 
snout. It travels distance dx during a short period of time dt, and 
becomes compressed vertically. This is because vertical strain rates 
are usually compressive in an accumulation zone (Paterson, 1981, p. 65). 
Representing the vertical strain rate at the depth of the layer by Ez(z), 
the thinning of the original layer of thickness .l. by d). after time dt is 
expressed as: 
d .l. = £ ( z) ). dt. 
z 
(1) 
17. 
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18. 
The time dt it takes the layer to travel distance dx is dx/u (z), where 
x 
u (z) is the velocity in the x-direction of the layer at depth z. x 
Substitution of this into expression (1) yields 
• dx d>. = £ (z)).. -
z u (z) 
x 
(2), 
which expresses thinning as a function of depth and distance, instead of 
depth and time. 
Both the vertical strain rate lz and velocity in the x-direction ux 
at depth z in the glacier are related to their mean values through the 
glacier by a factorf • This relationship was discussed earlier in 
Chapter 2, and is expressed as 
E (z) = IV (z)l 
z I z 
where l is the mean vertical strain rate, and as z 
(3), 
u (z) = w(z) u (4), x I x 
where u is the mean velocity in the x-direction. When equations (3) x 
and (4) are substituted into expression (2), it changes to 
d >. = ~~ .A dx ( 5 ) , 
u 
x 
because factor f(z) cancels after the substitution is made. Equation 
(5) describes the thinning of the layer as it travels a distance dx and 
it is no longer dependent on depth, but retains a distance dependence. 
The latter observation has an important implication. It means that 
equation (5) does not just describe what happens to a layer of ice of 
small thickness A at some depth z, but the equation also describes how 
much a thick layer A above a particle at some depth z thins, after the 
particle and the layer above it have travelled a distance dx. Replacing 
\ tz 
A by z in expression (5), ~ z dx describes how the depth of a particle ux 
19. 
changes under the influence of vertical strain rates as it travels along 
a flowline. 
The change in depth of a particle is not only due to the effect of 
vertical strain rates, but also due to that of mass balance o. In the 
accumulation zone, snow (which changes to ice shortly after depostion) 
continues to accumulate at a rate 6 while a particle and the ice above 
ac 
it travel distance dx. After a short period of time dt, the ice 
thickness z is increased by an ice layer of thickness 6 dt. As before, 
ac 
dt is replaced by dx/u (z), where dx is the distance travelled along the 
x 
flowline and u (z) the speed at which the particle travels. Because the 
x 
calculations follow a trajectory at depth, it is the time of travel, dt 
= dx/u (z), at that depth that is used here. Substituting expression 
x 
(4) for u (z), the thickness z' of the ice layer added is: 
x 
6 dx 
I ac z = _ ___,.......,...-
Ux'f'(z) (6) 
In expression (6) f(z) is a function of depth and is represented by 
2 p+l 
u,(z) • p+ (1 - s(~) ) 
I p+2-s H (7), 
which is related to the function determined empirically by Whillans 
(1979). In expression (7) z represents the depth in the glacier, H the 
total thickness of the glacier, sis a constant chosen to be 1 for no 
bottom sliding, and pis a constant that determines the shape of the 
velocity profile through the glacier. The computer program listed in 
Appendix C uses p equal to 1, and Figure 6 shows how hypothetical 
velocity profiles look for pal and p=3. Factor i(z) is largest at the 
surface of the glacier and zero at its base. 
20. 
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Figure 6. Hypothetical velocity profiles for p=l and p=3. 
--:velocity profile for p•l 
---:velocity profile for p=3 
---~:average velocity for both p•l and p•3 
21. 
Combining the effects of thinning of ice above the particle due to 
compressive vertical strain rates, and of the thickness of the ice layer 
added by accumulating snow: 
'lz o dz = z - dx + --- dx. ( 8) 
ux iix't'(z) 
In fact, this expression is valid anywhere along the glacier. Mass 
balance 6 (o in the accumulation zone and -o in the ablation zone) 
ac ab 
and mean vertical strain rate lz in general have signs opposite in the 
ablation zone from the accumulation zone, because in the ablation zone 
ice ablates instead of accumulates and vertical strain rates are usually 
tensile instead of compressive. This causes a particle to move downward 
through the glacier in the accumulation zone, and upward in the ablation 
zone. 
Dividing each side of equation (8) by dx, and attaching function-
variable x to the appropriate variables, the change in depth of a 
particle is described by the differential equation: 
(9) 
This enables one to find the depth in the glacier of a particle, at 
various distances from the snout, if ice thickness z(x), mean vertical 
strain rate l (x), mean velocity in the r-direction ~ (x), and mass 
z x 
balance D(x) are known. 
In Appendix B, a finite-difference approximation is developed for 
equation (9). This is used to calculate particle trajectories through 
the glacier. An age calculation is made simultaneously. A particle 
that is buried in the accumulation zone travels along a flowline to the 
ablation zone (see Figure 5). The time it takes this particle to travel 
22. 
along the flowline determines how old it is when it reappears in the 
ablation zone near the Allan Hills. 
As noted before, time elapsed dt equals dx/~xi(z), where dx is the 
distance travelled and ux~(z) the velocity in the x-direction of the 
particle at depth z. To find the total time travelled by the particle, 
each period of time dt it takes to travel a distance dx is added. 
The particle with the longest trajectory has also been buried 
deepest in the glacier (see Figure 5). Deep in the glacier f(z), and 
consequently u (z), approaches zero. Therefore, the particle that is 
x 
buried the deepest also travels the slowest. As a result, ice that has 
travelled along a long trajectory before reappearance in the ablation 
zone is even older than its long trajectory may suggest. As seen in 
Figure 5, this means that ice closest to the Allan Hills is oldest and 
becomes younger towards the equilibrium line. 
In summary, the depth equation derived above is used to calculate 
particle trajectories and ages of ice near the Allan Hills. The 
calculations are performed in the computer program listed in Appendix C, 
which is the same program in which meteorite concentrations are calculated. 
23. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO INPUT PARAMETERS 
Chapters 2 and 3 describe how the meteorite concentration and age 
of the ice at the surface of the Allan Hills are calculated. The 
calculations are performed in the computer program. listed in Appendix C 
and uses parameters suggested by Whillans and Cassidy (in press). This 
chapter demonstrates how varying those parameters influences the number 
of meteorites and age of the ice calculated. 
Results using the values suggested by Whillans and Cassidy (in 
press) are regarded as standard. Parameters are changed, one at the 
time, and the results are shown in Table 1. The remainder of this 
chapter discusses the importance of each parameter. 
4.1 Exponent 1/Q in the thickness equation ((lOa) and (lOb), Chapter 2). 
When 1/Q is decreased from .75 to .7, the maximum thickness of the 
glacier decreases by 44%. This means that the cross-sectional area 
perpendicular to the flow direction decreases. Because the ablation 
rate (6 b) and accumulation rate (6 ) are maintained at the same level, a ac 
the ice flux remains the same and the ice flows faster to compensate for 
the loss in cross-sectional area. The average increase in surface 
velocity is 77%. 
The change in exponent 1/Q does not change the positions where ice 
flow trajectories end and start, but it does change the maximum depth of 
the trajectories. In both the standard and altered program, the deepest 
trajectories reach a depth of 55% of the maximum thickness of the 
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25. 
glacier. Because the thickness of the glacier in the altered program is 
smaller, its deepest trajectory reaches a shallower depth than that in 
the standard program. As a result, trajectories are shorter and this 
combined with the faster travel time causes the age of the ice to be 
much smaller (about 43% all along the ablation zone). 
A decrease in 1/Q also results in an increase in the absolute value 
of the sum of the horizontal strain rates in the ablation zone. 
Therefore, meteorites that reach the surface of the ablation zone become 
more crowded, and these crowded meteorites are transported faster to the 
snout, because surface velocities along the ablation zone are higher. 
As a result, meteorites collect in large numbers at the snout (possibly 
in an end moraine) and concentrations at the surface of the ablation 
zone are lower than those found in the standard program (about 41% lower 
all along the ablation zone). 
The results discussed above are exactly opposite if exponent 1/Q is 
increased instead of decreased. Changing this exponent has a very 
significant effect on both the meteorite concentration and age of the 
ice, because it changes the thickness of the glacier. 
4.2 Position of the equilibrium line x • eq 
When the position of the equilibrium line is closer to the glacier 
snout, the size of the ablation zone is decreased. This means that the 
area where meteorites collect is smaller, so that the third meteorite 
concentrating mechanism, which crowds meteorites once they are on the 
surface of the ablation zone (see Chapter 2), cannot work as effec-
tively. Therefore, the meteorites are crowded to a lesser extent and 
smaller meteorite concentrations are found. 
26. 
In addition, velocities and trajectory lengths decrease. The 
decrease in velocities may be expected to lead to an increase in the age 
of the ice near the Allan Hills. This does not happen, however, because 
the shorter path of travel of the emerging ice is more important. 
4.3 Accumulation rate 6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~.ac 
An increase in the accumulation rate decreases the concentration of 
meteorites within the glacier. Therefore, the concentration of meteor-
ites at the surface of the ablation zone is also smaller, because 
relatively less meteorites are supplied by the glacier. 
The increase in b causes a decrease in velocities. In spite of ac 
this, ages of the ice decrease, because trajectories are shorter. 
4.4 Ablation rate bab" 
An increase in the ablation rate causes an increase in velocities 
all along the glacier, if the glacier stays in steady state condition. 
The higher rate of ice removal is compensated by a higher rate of ice 
supply. This causes particles to move faster along their trajectories, 
and consequently ages of the ice decrease. 
In addition, horizontal surface strain rates are more negative, 
which would lead to greater meteorite concentrations, but the higher 
surface velocities in the ablation zone result in smaller meteorite 
concentrations as described in section 4.1. 
4.5 Meteorite infall rate f. 
If f is increased by a certain percentage, the meteorite concentra-
tion in the ablation zone increases by the same percentage. This 
parameter has no influence on the age of the ice. 
27. 
4.6 Constant pin the r-equation ((7), Chapter 3). 
As described in Chapter 3, an increase in p does not change the 
mean velocity and strain rate through the glacier, but it does decrease 
the velocity and strain rate at and near the surface and increases them 
at depth. When horizontal surface strain rates become less negative, 
meteorites at the surface of the ablation zone become less crowded, and 
smaller surface velocities cause these less crowded meteorites to remain 
at the glacier surface longer. As a result, an increase in p causes an 
increase in the meteorite concentration at the surface in the ablation 
zone. 
An increase in pleads to slower velocities near the surface, so 
that ice which travels along shallow trajectories is older when it 
reaches the surface in the ablation zone. A deep trajectory passes 
through shallow and deep regions both. As a result, the age of ice that 
has travelled along such a trajectory depends on whether the deep part 
of the trajectory is long compared with the shallow part, because 
velocities are larger at increased depths for a larger value of p. 
This means that ice that emerges near the glacier snout and has 
travelled along deep trajectories, can be older or younger when pis 
increased, depending on the length of the trajectory. Even if this ice 
is older, its relative increase in age will be less than that of ice 
that has been buried at shallow depths and emerges close to the equili-
brium line. 
4.7 Coefficient "a" in the thickness equation ((lOa) and (lOb), Chapter 2). 
The maximum ice thickness decreases in proportion to " .. a • Thus, 
for the same reasons as described in section 4.1, smaller concentrations 
28. 
of meteorites and ages of ice are expected at the surface of the 
ablation zone. 
4.8 Radius of curvature of ice elevation contours R. 
This parameter is a measure of the divergence of ice flow. The 
larger R, the less divergent is the ice flow, because R is the radius of 
curvature of ice elevation contours and ice flows perpendicular to these 
contours. R is used in Appendix A to approximate lateral surface strain 
rate t . Sy 
If R is increased, velocities decrease all along the glacier, and 
the absolute value of the horizontal surface strain rates increases. 
This results in higher meteorite concentrations, as explained in Section 
The smaller velocities result in the emergence of older ice at the 
surface of the ablation zone. 
4.9 Rate of ice thickness change z. 
The equations of the model developed in Chapters 2 and 3 partly 
allow for non-steady flow through z. A more correct calculation for 
non-steady state conditions would include a more careful solution of the 
continuity equation for velocity. Nevertheless, some idea of non-steady 
effects can be obtained from the equations as used in this report. 
An increase in z (that is, past thickening of the glacier), causes 
an increase of velocities and absolute values of the sum of the hori-
zontal strain rates all along the glacier. As described in section 4.1, 
this means that less meteorites and younger ice are found at the surface 
in the ablation zone. 
29. 
4.10 Summary 
The discussions above show that large concentrations of meteorites 
and old ice are favored if the glacier is thick and velocities are low. 
In addition, a steep velocity profile, a large ablation area, low 
ablation rates, low accumulation rates or less divergent ice flow have 
the same effect. If one or more of these conditions is present, the 
emergence of old ice in the ablation zone near the Allan Hills and the 
accumulation of meteorites in large numbers is enhanced. 
30. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS 
The model developed in this report explains why meteorites and old 
ice are found at the surface in the ablation zone of the Allan Hills, 
and enables one to calculate expected meteorite concentrations and ages 
of the ice. This model is applicable in any other location where 
conditions are similar to those near the Allan Hills. 
To find new meteorite collecting sites and locations where old ice 
emerges, one should look for an ablation zone near mountains that 
obstruct the glacial flow. These mountains do not have to rise above 
the ice surface, but can be overlain by a relatively thin layer of ice. 
If that is the case, ice flow is still obstructed significantly enough 
to ensure upward flow in the ablation zone, thus exposing new meteorites 
and old ice. 
The largest numbers of meteorites and oldest ice are to be found if 
the glacier is thick and flows at low velocities with little divergence. 
In addition, a large ablation area with small ablation rates, steep 
velocity profiles and small accumulation rates in the source area of the 
ice are conditions that favor the presence of large concentrations of 
meteorites and old ice. 
31. 
ADDENDUM 
In Chapter 3 an error is made in deriving depth equation (9). As 
described, the depth of a particle in the glacier changes because the 
length of the ice column above it changes due to compressive vertical 
strain rates. In addition, its depth also changes because snow is added 
above the column during time dt. The thickness of the layer of snow 
added is expressed in Chapter 3 as 
' z = 
1, dx 
ac 
ux'f(z)' 
because dt is substituted by dx/~x~(z), where ~x~(z) is the velocity at 
depth z. This substitution in incorrect. Time interval dt should have 
been replaced by dx/usx' where usx is the velocity of the ice at the 
surface of the glacier. Therefore, equation (6) in Chapter 3 becomes 
6 dx 
, ac 
z = 
and depth equation (9) 
u 
SX 
dz z(x) iz(x) + b(x) 
dx ,.. u (x) u (x) • 
x sx 
AB a result, the solution to the revised depth equation (see Appendix B) is 
lzAx '6 ~Ax 
z = z
01
d exp( _ ) +-.-(exp( _ ) -1), 
new ux lsz ux 
where r is the vertical strain rate at the surface. c;..sz 
The error means that the values calculated by the computer program in 
Appendix Care off by some factor. In spite of this, the interpretations in 
Chapter 4 remain the same. The different values calculated will only change 
the entries of Table l (Chapter 4) and the positions of the graphs in 
Appendix D. The shapes of these graphs remain the same. 
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APPENDIX A 
Explanations for substitutions in equations 
Al. Explanation for the substition esy = 
In Chapter 2 on page 10 lateral surface strain rate, l (x), is 
sy 
lu (x) I 
substituted by s; , where lu (x)I is the absolute value of the 
Sll 
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surface velocity in the x-direction, and R is the radius of curvature of 
the elevation contours. 
Figure 7 shows a map view of some part of the glacier near the 
Allan Hills. Curve S represents an ice surface elevation contour. It 
is assumed this elevation contour is part of a circle with radius R. 
Ice flows perpendicular to elevation contours. Therefore, vectors 
AB and CD represent surface velocity vectors of ice at positions A and C 
respectively. In the limit, as Ay approaches zero, vector CD can be 
approximated by c'n, and the x-component of this vector by -u . The 
sx 
component in they-direction is represented by u · sy 
Lateral surface strain rate, t , is defined as the change in 
sy 
surface velocity in they-direction divided by the distance over which 
this change occurs (Paterson, 1981, p. 65). Figure 7 shows that the 
change in surface velocity in the y-direction equals u and A y is the 
sy 
distance over which this change occurs. Therefore, lateral strain rate 
.... 
u 
E.sy equals l:J.;Y. 
Triangles EAC' and C1 FD are similar triangles, so that by geometry 
.... .... 
u -u 
~ equals :x. In this project the direction of the positive x-axis is 
~ 
opposite to the direction of ice flow, such that -u is always positive. SX 
Therefore, the lateral surface strain rate l can be approximated by the 
sy 
absolute value of the surface velocity in the x-direction divided by the 
.... 
E 
Figure 7. 
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Map view of the glacier near the Allan Hills. Sis an ice 
elevation contour and AB and CD are velocity vectors of ice 
at positions A and C respectively. 
. 
radius of curvature: £. 
sy 
lusxl 
=--R 
A2. Substitution of partial derivative ~z(x) ax 
37. 
The change in thickness of the glacier with distance is expressed 
as 
0:~x), and is derived from equatiol'IS(lOa) and (lOb) in Chapter 2. 
Equation (lOa) is 
z(x) = ax11Q - z(t - t) for x ~ x 
o eq 
and equation (lOb) is 
z(x) = a 1/Q . Xe, - z(t 0 - t) for x~ xeq" 
Therefore, the partial derivative of z with respect to xis 
and 
~z(x) _ a 1/Q-l 
--- -x for x..; x 
eq ox Q 
oz(x) 
bx° = 0 for x ~ x eq. 
T ~z(x) i i h 1 i b h h hi k erm rx-- s zero n t e accumu at on zone, ecause t ere t et c ness 
is taken to be constant. 
For steady state (z=O), thickness z(x) in the ablation zone is 
1/Q 1 ¢z(x) 1 
expressed as ax • This means that there z(x) ~ equals Qx. 
The equalities described above are substituted into expression (14) 
of Chapter 2, which is an expression for the sum of the horizontal 
surface strain rates. For calculations performed in the computer 
program listed in Appendix C this new version of expression (14) is 
used, which is 
-u (x) (b(x) - z)f(O) 
£sx,s/x) = s~x + z(x) 
for positions in the ablation zone and 
. i r . . ~ £sx,sy(x) - z(x) l(b(x) - z>r<o)J 
for positions in the accumulation zone. 
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APPENDIX B 
Conversion of differential equations 
for finite differencing 
39. 
Bl. Conversion of the equation for usx' the ice surface velocity in the 
in the x-direction 
Equation (9) in Chapter 2 states that the surface velocity in the 
x-direction is: 
1 x 
usx "' z f l (b - z)ljl(o) - zc\y} c,x. 
0 
This expression shows that the ice flux at a certain position along the 
x-axis (u z) can be expressed as: SX 
u SX (1). 
Equation (1) is a differential equation that is approximated so it can 
be used in the calculations of the computer program listed in Appendix c. 
The right hand side (RHS) of expression (1) represents the sum of 
all the fluxes through the glacier between positions O and x along the 
x-axis. If infinitely small distance step ~xis replaced by somewhat 
larger distance step6x, the RHS of expression (1) can be simplified, so 
that the whole expression becomes: 
( u z) 1 = {<o - Z)Ul(O) - z l 16.x + (u z) (2). sx new tota l sYJ sx old total 
To find the surface velocity at the new position, the new total flux 
u z is divided by the thickness of the glacier (z) at the new position. sx 
Equation (2) is suitable for use in a computer program. 
Using distance step ~x instead of bx in the calculations causes 
inaccuracies. To limit the size of these inaccuracies, average values 
are used for parameters over distance interval Ax. 
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Calculations are made along the glacier in the direction of the 
positive x-axis (see Figure 8), and the parameters used and values to be 
calculated at the new position are indicated by a prime symbol. When 
averaging procedures are introduced in expression (2), and lateral 
u 
surface strain rate-£ is substituted by Rsx (see Appendix A), this sy 
expression can be written as: 
z'u 
sx 
which reduces to: 
+ o' 
2 
z'u '={rco+ 
SX ~ 2 (3) • 
Expression (3) is used in the computer program listed in Appendix C 
and from it, the surface velocity in the x-direction, usx' is found. 
B2. Conversion of the equation tor M, the meteorite concentration along the 
surface of the glacier. 
Expression (2) in Chapter 2 is the differential equation: 
dM (f . • )/ dx = fi 6ab + f - C:sx,syM usx" 
ac 
If both sides of this equation are multiplied by dx, and if dx and dM are 
replaced by L:i.x and AM respectively, the equation becomes: 
AM = (f o f i M'fox • r ab-+ - sx,sy u 
ac sx 
(4) 
By definition the change in meteorite concentrationAM equals the new 
meteorite concentration, M , minus the old meteorite concentration, M ld" new o 
Similarily distance stepAx equals xnew - x01d. The calculation to find 
the meteorite concentration along the ablation surface, however, starts at 
the equilibrium line, which is in the direction of the negative x-axis. 
This means that distance step Ax has a negative value. 
Figure 8. 
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ALLAN 
HiLLS 
Profile of the glacier near the Allan Hills. The prime 
position is located farthest from the glacier snout. 
Arrow A indicates the direction of calculation for the 
expressions described in sections Bl and B3. Arrow B 
indicates the direction of calculation for the expression 
described in Section B2. 
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The equalities described above are substituted into expression (4), 
which results in 
M = (;_ bah + f - €, M)Ax + M 
new u sx,sy u old 
ac sx 
(5), 
and is the finite differenced form of expression (2) in Chapter 2. 
As in the former section, using distance step~x in the calculations, 
instead of dx, causes inaccuracies. Again average values over distance 
interval .6x are used for those parameters for which the averaging 
procedures are relevant. 
This means (from figure 8) that equation (5) can be expressed as 
• +t I I U +u I 
M = [i Dab+ f _(!'sx,sy 2 sx,sy )(M +2M >J8x/ sx 2 sx) + M' 
ac 
which reduces to 
H • {(tc • + • I O f _(Csx,sy !sx,sy) ab+ 4 
{ 
• + • I } 
1 _ ( lsx, sy l'sx, sy ) {J. x 
(U + U I) 2 
sx sx 
+ 
U I) 
SX 
(6). 
Expression (6) is used in the computer program listed in Appendix C 
and from it, meteorite concentrations (M) at various positions along the 
ablation zone are found. 
B3. Conversion of the depth equation, (9), in Chapter 3. 
The depth equation derived in Chapter 3 is: 
dz iz 1> 
dx = z u + ""'u-Ul"""(-z~) • 
x xi 
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A solution to this differential equation is 
.-
( £z t::,. x) 6 lz .L:i.x znew = zold exp ux + 'f(Z)£z (exp( ux) - 1) ( 7), 
if.Ax is a small distance step. This solution is used to calculate ice 
flow trajectories. 
As explained earlier, average values over interval~x should be used 
for the parameters in equation 7 to minimize inaccuracies in the calcula-
tions. Because calculations using the depth equation are made in the 
positive x-direction (see Figure 8), expression (7) is written as: 
which simplifies to 
, ((Ez+ t/ )~x) 
z = z exp + 
cu +u '> 
x x 
Expression (8) is used to calculate particle trajectories in the 
program listed in Appendix C. Termlf(z') is never found exactly, because 
in order to find it the new depth, which is to be calculated, must be 
known. The term is approximated by a variable called DUMMY. In DCrloop 8 
of the program, DUMMY is recalculated many times until it is very close 
to the true value of ~( z 1 J. 
(8). 
4 4 .  
A P P E N D I X  C  
F o r t r a n  P r o g r a m  
45. 
PROGRAM SUMMARY: 
Between A and B: variables are calculated for the ablation zone. 
Between Band C: particle trajectories and travel times are 
calculated. 
Between C and D: meteorite concentrations along the surface in the 
ablation zone are calculated. 
4 6 .  
C * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * I J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C  
C * *  * * C  
C • •  M E A N I N G  O F  V A R I A B L E S  * * C  
C * *  * * C  
C . . .  A  =  C . O E F F  l C l t : N T  O F  T H I C K N E S S  E ' 1 U A T  I O N  * * C  
c • •  A B  =  A B L A T I O N  R A T E  l N  M E T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  • • c  
C * *  A B L  =  A b L A T l U N  R A T t  l N  M t T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  * * C  
C . • *  A C  =  A C C U M L ~ A T I O N  R A T E  I N  M E T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  * * C  
c • •  A N E W Z $  =  l H I C K N t : S S  G L A C . l E R  A T  x  I N  M E T E R S  • • c  
C * *  B O O T  =  A C C U M U L A T I O N  R A T E  I N  M E T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  * * C  
c • •  B D O T N  =  A B L A T I O N  R A T E  I N  M E T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  • • c  
c • •  C O N C T N  =  M t : T E O K l T E  C . O N C . E N l K A T l O N  A T  x  I N  K I L O G R A M  • • c  
C * *  P E R  M E T E R S  ~ Q U A R E D  * * C  
C . * *  C O R F A C  =  V A R I A B L E  ( P S I  l N  T E X T )  T H A T  K . E L A T E S  M E A N  * * C .  
C * *  A N D  S l . l ( f A C t :  V A L l > E S  F O R  S l R A I N  R A T E :  A N D  • • C  
C . * *  V E L O C J l Y  * * C .  
C * *  O E L T A X  =  D 1 5 T A N C E  S T E P  l ~  M E T E R S  * * C  
C * *  D E P T H  =  D E P T H  O f  A  P A R l l ~ L E  l N  M E T t R S  * * C .  
C * *  0 " 1 M Y  =  l E M P O A A R Y  C O R F A C  * * C  
C * *  E  S N Z M N  =  M E A N  \ j E R  T I C . A L  S T k A I N  R A  T E  A T  X  I N  P E R  * * C  
C . * *  Y E A R  * * C  
C * *  E S N Z T P  =  M E A N  V E R l l C A L  S T R A I N  R A T E  A l  X  I N  P E R  * * C  
C * *  Y E A R  * * C .  
C * *  E S N A $ Y  =  ~ U H  O f  H O R l Z O N T A L  S U R F A C E  S T R A I N  R A l E S  I N  * * C  
C * *  P E R  Y E A R  • • C  
C * *  E  X P C J N T  =  E . X P O N  E N T  I N  D E P T H  i : Q l J A T  I O N  • • C  
C * *  F  =  M E T E O R I T E  l N F A L L  R A T E  I N  K l L O G R A M  P E R  * * C  
c • •  M E T E R S  S Q U A R l : D  P ~ R  Y E A R  • • c  
C * *  I  =  C O U N T  H ~ .  * * L  
C * *  I P  =  P O S I T I O N  l N D l C A T O R  * * C  
C * *  J  =  C O U N T E R  • • C  
C * *  K  =  C O U N T ~ R  • • C  
C * *  K  =  P O S i l l u N  I N U l C A l O R  * * C  
C * *  ~ l  =  C O U N T E R  * * C  
c • •  K L K  =  P O S I T I O N  I N D I C A T O R  • • c  
C * *  K M  =  C O U N T E R  * * C .  
C * *  ~ z  =  P O S l l l O N  I N D l C A l O R  * * C  
C * *  L  =  P O S I T  I O N  I N D I C A T O R  * * i . : .  
C * *  L X  =  C O U N T E R  * * C  
C * *  M  =  P O S I T l l l N  l N O l C A l u R  * * C .  
C * *  M N  =  C O U N T E k  * * C  
C * *  M X  =  C . 0 1 . J N T  E R  * * C  
C . * *  M X M  =  P U S I T I O N  l N O l C A l O R  * * C  
C * *  M X M X  =  P U S I T l O N  I N D l C A l O R  * * ~  
t • •  N  =  C O N S T A N T  ( P I N  T E . X I )  F O R  C O R F A C - ~ ~ l J A l l O N  * * C .  
C * *  N X  =  P O S I T I O N  1 N 0 1 C . A 1 0 K  * * ~  
C . * *  N X P  =  P u ~ I  T  I O N  l N O l C A T O K  • • c  
C * *  P H I  =  V A L U E  O F  C . O R F A C .  F O K  Z = O  * * C  
C * *  Q  =  R E C I P k O ' - A L  O F  E X P O N E N T  O f  T H I C K N E S S  * * C .  
C * *  E Q U A l l U N  * * C  
C * *  R  =  R A D I U S  O F  C U R V A T U R I :  O F  I C E  E L E V A T I O N  * * C  
C * *  C O N T O l R S  I N  M E l E R . S  * * C  
C . * *  R X  =  " A O I U ~  O ~  C U R V A T U R E .  u f - I C E  E L E V A T l O t - .  * * ~  
C  * *  C O N T  O  l M .  S  1  N  M t :  T E  R S  *  •  C  
C * *  T I M E  =  l l M E  ! N  Y E A R S  * * C .  
C * *  T  N E W  =  T O T A L  T l  M E  I  f \ a  Y E A " ' S  * * ( .  
C * *  T O L D  =  T O T A L  T l M E  U f  f O R M E R  S T E P S  l N  Y E A R S  * * C  
C * *  T O R I G  =  I N I T I A L  E S T I M A l E  F O R  l N E W  I N  Y E A R ~  * * C  
C  . .  T X T  =  k O U G H  E S l l H A T E  F O R  T I M E  I N  Y E A R S  * * C  
C M  T Z t R O  =  l J . M E  A T  W H I C H  C A L C U L A T I O N  S T A R T S  I N  Y E A R S  * * C .  
C * *  U H E A N  =  M E A N  V E L O C I T Y  A T  X  I N  M E T E R S  P E R  Y E A R  * * C  
C * *  U S  =  S U R F A C c  V E L O C I T Y  I N  X - O l R E C T I O N  I N  M E T E R S  * * C  
C . * *  P E K  Y E A R  * * C  
C • •  U S S  = =  ~ U k F A U :  ~ E L O C I  T Y  l N  X - O J R E C .  T l O N  I N  M E T E k S  * * C .  
C * *  P E R  Y ~ A R  * * C .  
C . * *  u ~ z  : :  F L U X  A l  x  I N  1 ' 4 E T t R S  S Q U A R E D  P E R  Y E A R  • • c  
C • •  U S Z $  =  F L ~ X  A T  x  I N  M ~ l E R S  s , u A R E O  P E R  Y E A R  * * C  
C * *  U ~ Z P R $  =  F L U ) .  A T  x .  l N  M E T ~ K ! )  S Q u A R E O  P E R  Y E A R  • • c  
47. 
c• x = UISTANC.E FROM THE ~NC:,UT IN METEKS ••c C** X$ = DlSTAN..E: FROM lHE. SNOUT IN MEld(S **C. C** l = lHIC.Kf\E!)S GLACIER AT X 1 .. METERS **C 
C** Z$ = THICKNESS GLACIER AT X IN METERS **C. C** ZlXll = RATE CF THICKNESS CHANGE IN METERS PER **C C** YEAR ••<.. C** ZO$ = THICKNESS GLAClER AT X IN HElERS **C. l** ZPR$ = lHICKNt:~S GLACIER AT X IN METERS ••t 
C** **<. C**********************************************************C c 
OlMENSl~N DEPlH(ll,lOl)JX(ll~lOl),TIME(ll,101), 
>UMEAN(llllOl) ,us,11,101 ,8001'11,lOl)luSl(ll,lOl), 
>tSNZMN(l ,lOl ),ESNZ P(ll,101),CORFAC( 1,101).ZUl,101) 
> 1~SNXtYC 10, 12 !,C.ONC TN( 10, 12) 
UAlA DEL lAX/loooo.l,A/ .b.l,\olll.333333/,TZERO/O.l,Ad/.Ob )/,R~/100000./,ZuOT/O./,N/l/,F/bO.E-ll/,AC/.039/ 
c 
C*************~*******************************************C C.** ••c. C** AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA **C C** AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA **<.. 
C** **C. C**********************************************************C c 
C** c ... 
FLUX1 SURFACE ANU MEAN VELOCITY, AND THlCKNtSS AT X=lOoO METEkS 
PHl=(N+2.)/(N+l.) 
R=RX 
ABL=AB 
USS=O. 
USZS=O. 
ZOS=O. 
ZS=A*lOOO.**( 1./w) 
**C 
••c 
Z(l,2)=2$ 
USZS=(((USS*(lU$+l$))/(4.*R)+PHl*(-AdL-ZOOT)J*lOOO.+ 
> US ZS ) / ( 1 • - t l O 00 • / l 4. *K )) * l l • + Z O $ I Z $ ) ) 
USZ ( l r2) =-U~Z$ 
US$=U!)Z$/Z$ 
us11.2>=uss 
lNEAN ( 1, 2)=US U ,2)/PHI 
XC1I2)=1000. 
XS= 000. 
NX=(lO~JOO.-OlLlAX)/DtLTAX 
NXP=NX+l 
FLUX, SURFACE AND MEAN VELOCITY, ANO THIC.KN~S~ AT 
X=llOOO METEt-.~ THROUGH ll.=101000 MfTERS AT 10000 
MET£:R lNTEK.VALS 
~.t.lZ!~~!i, ABL=Ab/2. 
ZPRS=A*( X$+0E LTAX) ** ( 1./Q) . . 
USZPR$:a( uus~·,z~+ZPR$ ))/(4.••U•PHl•t-A-SL-lDC.l) )* 
>DELTAX+USZS)/11.-(UELlAX/(4.*R))*Cl.+ZS/ZPRS)) 
US$=USZP RS/ ZP KS> 
USZCl+lfl+2)=USZPk$ 
USCI+l, +2)=U~ 
UMEAN ( I+ lJl+2 )=USC l+l, J+;d/PHl 
ZCl+l,1+2 =ZPR$. 
X(l+l11+2)=X(l,l+l)+UELTAX 
ZS=ZPR$ 
US ZS=lJSl PR$ 
X$=X $+DE LT AX 
!> CONTINUE 
A&L:AB S~fACE ANi> MEAN VERTICAL !>TRAIN RATE AT X=lOOO METERS 
ANi:Wl $=A •1000 •**Cl. /Q) 
ESNZ T PC 1,2 > =u~ 1.2) /Q/ 1000.+Pt-!l*lABL+ZOuT )/A~t:~Z S 
**C 
**C 
••c 
••c 
**C 
ESNZMNCl,2):lSN2lPtl,2)/PHl 
X$=1 l 000 • 
M=lOOOOO ./DEL lAX 
48. 
C** SURFACE ANO MEAN VE~TlCAL STRAIN RATE Al X=llOOO ••C C.** HtltRS THROUGH X=91000 METERS AT 10000 METER **~ C** INTERVALS **C 00 6 1=2,M 
ESNZTPtl,I+l)=USClil+l)/Q/X$+PHl*CA8L+ZOOT)/Ztl,I+l) 
ES NZ MN l 1 , l + 1 ) =E: S NZ I P (1 , I + 1 ) IP HI 
X$=X$+0£LTAX 
6 CONTINUE 
c 
C*-********************************************************C 
C** ••c C** 886b&B68BB8bB8b68888BBBb8BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBbBoBBBB88 ••C c.•• BB888BdB8&8Bo88d8d808SBb86~B8bBBBB86BBBBSSB88BbbBB ••c 
C** ••C C****************** .. **************************************C c 
C** c•• C** c•• 
C.** 
c•• 
LOOP 1: PARTICLE TRAJEC lORlES ARE CALCULATED; 
STARTING WITH THE ONE lHAT ENOS AT X=llOOO METER~ 
THROUGH THE ONE THAT ENOS AT X=91000 METt:RS Al 
1000 HE:TtR INTEKVALS 
00 l J=31M WRITE C6,~00) J+l 
DEPTH (J, J+l )=O. 
T111ECJ,J+l):Q. 
BOOT ( J,J+l) =-A& 
CORFAttJ,J+l)=PHl 
K::J+2 
LOOP 2: THE TUE A PARllCLE NEt::DS Tu lRAVtL ALONG A PARTICULAK TRAJECTORY 
00 2 l=K,99 
X(J,l)=XCJ,1-l)+UELTAX 
TXl=TlME(J,I-l)+uELTAX/UMEANIJ,1-1) 
L=H•2 
IF(I.LT.L) BDuTCJ,I)=-AB 
IF ( I .EQ .L) oOOT CJ, I )=-0. IF (l.GT.L) SI.XlT(J,i)=AC 
••c 
••c. 
••c 
**C 
LCDP 3: THlCKNl:S~, FLUX,. ~URFACE AND MEAN VELOCITY, **C 
ANO SURFACE AND MtAN ~EKllCAL STRAIN RAT~ AT SOME **C 
TIME TXT IN THl PAST, Al 10000 M~TER lNlcKVALS **C ALONG A PARTlCL~ lRAJtCTOkY. Uk.IGlNALLY TXT I~ **C ESTIMATED ROUGHLY, oUl ScLOMES MORE ACCURATE AS ••c 
LOOP 3 IS REPEATEu **~ 
DO 3 LXz 1,99 
lF(l.LE.LJ ZCJ,l)=A*X(J,l)**Cl./Q)-lDOl*&T,ERU-TXl) 
IFCI.LE.L) R=k.( 
lFCI.GT.L) l(J,1)=4*101000.**(l./Q)-ZDOl*(TlERO-TXT) 
lf (l .~T. L) R=l.E£0 
US l ( J , I ) = C ( ( U 5( J , 1-1 ) * CZ ( J, 1-1) + l ( J , I ) ) ) I ( 4. • R ) + PH 1 * 
> (( SOOT (J, 1-1) ~uul CJ t 1)) /2 .-ZliOT)) *DEL TAX+USZ ( J, 1-l) ) I 
>(l.-(l.+2(J,1-l)/Z(J,l))*ucLTAX/(4.*R)) 
USCJ,l)=USZ(Jll)/ZCJ,l) U4EANtJ,l)=-US J,1)/PHl 
lF(l.LE.L) ESNl.MN(J,l)=(ZOOT-BOOlCJ,l)+UMEANCJ,I)*A/Q 
>•XCJ, U**(l./0-1.))/l(Jfl) 
IF(l.GT.L) E~NZHN(Jil)= ZOOT-BOOT(J,1))/Z(J,l) 
ESNZTPCJ,l)=Phl*tSNLHNCJ,1) 
OUMMV=-CORFA,tJ,1-1) 
EXPONT=CESNZMN(J,1-i)+tSNZMN(J,l))*DELTAX/ 
>CUMEAN(J,i-1)..UMEA~lJ,l)) 
LOOP a: A NtW PARTICLE uEPTH l~ FOUNO. DUMMY IS AN ••c 
ESTIMAlE FOR C<.RFAC. Al lHE NEW POSITION, WHICH **C 
BtC.lJME~ HOt<E A~URATE: A~ LOOP 8 IS REPEATE:D **C 
DO 8 MX=lp99 
OEPTHtJ,I1=uE~lHCJ,1-1)*EX~(EXPONT)+C2.*(BOOT(J,1)+ 
>BOOT(J,I-1))/(lCORFAC(J.l-l)+uUMMY)*(c~NZMN(J,1)+ 
c 
49. 
>ESNZMN(J,l-l))))*(EXP(~XPu~T)-1.) C.ORFACCJ1ll=PHl*(l.-tOEPTH(J,l)/ZCJ,l))**(N+l)) IF (Ab SC C LOkFACC J ,1 )-WMMY) /C.uRF-AC( J, l)) .LT .2.E-2) (JO 
>TO 9 
DUMMY ::CORF AC CJ, 1 ) 
8 CONTINUE 
~ TlME(J,1)~2.*DELlAX/(UMEANtJ,l)*COkFACCJ,I)+ >~~t~~ it r tiAi Tt~~~i itr }ilAi, ]!71 I~ t l:l !E-2, 
>WRITEt6,20l)I,X(J,I),l(J,l)fOtPTH(J,1),CORfAC(J,11, 
>TlMECJ,lJ,US(J,1),E~~lP(J, ) lf(ASS((TlHEtJ,l)-TXT)/TlMt(J,1)).LT.2.E-2) ~O TU 4 TX T: T l ME CJ, l ) 
3 C.ONT lNUE WRITE(b,LOl)l ,XCJ,1),L(J,I),DEPTHCJ,I),CORFAC.(J,1) 1 >TlMECJ1I)fUS(J,IJ,ESNZTP(J,I) 4 IF COEf'lH J,l).Lt.O.) (;,() 10 1 
2. CONTINUE 
l CONT lNUE 
C***** .. ***************************************************C C** **C. C** CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC.CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC **C C** cLc,ccccccccccu:.ccccccc.~ccccccccccccccccccccc.ccccc ••c C** **C C********************* .. ***********************************C c 
c.•• C.** c.•• 
C** c.•• , .. 
C.** 
C** 
C** 
C.** t•• 
LOOP 10: METEORITE CONCENTRATION STARTING AT X=llOOO METERS THROUbH ~=9100u MtTERS AT 10000 HETER INT Ek VAL S 
00 10 1=1,M 
R=RX 
lOLD=O. 
WRITEC6,208) 
MXH=M+l 
IP=l+l 
.LOOP 11: THE HMIMullt AHWNT OF TIME A Ml:TEORlTE HAS TRAVELLED ALONG Thi:. ABLATION SURfACE, STARTING WITH A H~TEORllE FOUND AT X=llOOO METER~ THRO~GH 
ONE FOu-40 AT X~lOOO Hi:lfRS AT 10000 METER INTERVALS 
00 ll J: IP ,HXH 
USCI,J+l)=USCJ,J+l) 
XCl,J+l)=XCJ,J+l) 
IF(J.LT.MXM) BOOTN=-AB lfCJ.EQ.MXH) BOOTN=-CA6/2.) TOfUG=2. •OEL TAX/ (US t 1, J+ l )+US ( 1,J) ) + TOLD lNEW=TORlG 
**C 
**C 
••c 
**C 
**C. 
**C 
**C 
••c 
LOOP 12: PROCfClJRE. TO MAKE lHE CALCULATION FOR **C THE MAXIMUM AHUJNT OF TIME A HtTEORlTE HAS **C TRAVELLED ALONb THE AbLAllON SURFACE HORE ALCURATE **C 00 12 MN=l,99 
z,1,J+l)=A•Xll,J+l)**Cl./w)-Z10T*(TZERO-TN~W) USZ I,J+l)=({ (U~CI,J)*CZ.11,J)+ZCl,J+l) ))/(4.*k)+PHI* > C8DOT N-Z DOT)) *UE LTAX+U~Z Cl ,J) )/Cl.- C 1. +Z ( I ,J )/ l CI, J+ l) >)*DELTAX/C4.•R)) 
USCI,J+l)=USZCltJ+l)/Z(lJJ+l) TNEW=2.•DELTAX/ U~(llJ+l +USCl,J))+TOLD lFCA6S&tTNEW-T0~1G)/ N~W).LT.2.E-2) GO TU 13 12 CONTINUE 
IF ( J. LT. MXl4) A&L =AB 
IF ( J. EQ. MXJII) ABL=O • 
13 ESNX$Y(IiJ+lJ=-UStI,J+l)/Q/XCl,J+l)-PHl* 
>(ABL+ZD01)/Z(l,J+l) 
TOLD=TNEW 
11 CONT lNUt 
ABL=AB 
fSt-4XS.YC I .l+lJ :=-fSNZl~( 1,l+l) 
CONC TN U ,HXH+ 1) =O. 
KLK=ll-1 
50. 
C** LOOt> 14: METEORITE CONC.tNlRATION STARTING AT **C C** X=llOOO Mt:TERS THROUC:,H ~=91000 METERS Al 10000 **C. C** METER lNTERVAL 5. **C. 
c 
00 l't KL =1,KL K 
KZ=l2-KL C.ONCTNC1,KZl=&-(F+f*ABL/AC-(~SNX$Y(I,Kl)+ESNXSY(l,KZ+l >))*CON~TN(l,KZ+l)/4.)*2.*DELTAX/(USCl,KZ)+UStl,KZ+l))+ >,oNCTN(l,KZ+lJ)/(l.-t~~NX$Y(l,KZJ+ESNX~Y(l,Kl+i))* >DELTAX/2./(US(l,KZ)+USCI,Kl+l))J 14 CONTINUE 
MXMX=MXM+l 
00 15 KM=l~JMXHX WR IT E ( 6, 206 ~, .X( 1, KH), C.uf'iC. lN( 1,KH), US ( l, KM), >ESNXSYCI,KM) IF CKM.E~.12) WRlTE(b,207) lNEW l !, C.ONT I NUE 
10 CONT I NUc: 
c.••· .... ·········••****************************************C. C** **C. C** OOODODuOOOODDOLOOOuODODDODDOODOODODDUDDDDDOUDOOOOD ••c 
'** OOOODUOOOJDOOOCODuODOOOOOOuuOODODDDDOUOODDDDDDDDOO ••c. C** **C. C**********************************************************C c 
200 fORMAl(//// 1 START Of lRAJcCT~Y AT l=',12/ 1 0 1 , >'POSlllOh # ',~, 1 ulS1Af\£.E SNOUT 1 ,3Xl >'THIC~NESS GLACIER',3X,•UEPTH PAkTl LE', >3X, 1 PS1',3X,'11ME ELAPSED',3X, 1 SURFACE VELuClTY 1 ,3X, >'SURFACE VERT. STRAIN RATE') 201 ~ORMAl (lb,fl7.0,~Fl9.3iF?•2,?Fl4.2,G2~.3) 206 fORMAl ( 16,fl7.o,~1s.3,~l~.2.b29.3) 207 FORMAT(8~X,F32.3 
~08 FORMAT l,/// 1 METEORITE CONCENTRATIONS'/'O't >'POSITION # 1 ,3X,'DlSTAt£E SNOUT 1 ,3X,'CONCEN RATION', 
>3X, 1 SURFACE "ELOC1TY 1 ,3X, 
>'SOM HORIZ. Sl.RF. SlRAlN RATES 1 ,~X, 
>'MAX. TIME AL04G ABLATION SURFACE•) STOP 
END 
5 1 .  
A P P E N D I X  D  
S a m p l e  o u t p u t  a n d  g r a p h s  
52. 
EXPLANATION OF COMPUTER OUTPUT: 
In the computer program listed, I is a position indicator. I= 4 
represents a distance from the snout of 21,000 m, I= 5 is equalivent to 
a distance of 31,000 m, etc. 
The part of the output that lists the meteorite concentrations at 
various distances from the snout is repetitious, except for the last 
column of that output. This column gives the maximum possible time (in 
years) for subaerial weathering for meteorites at the underlined 
distances from the snout. 
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